Precise Timings - Apparitions
Garabandal - Pellevoisin
Two important dates associated with the two messages that were given during
the 1961-1965 apparitions that occurred at San Sebastian de Garabandal in
Spain can be calculated from two logically and graphically similar periods of
days that occurred during the 1876 apparitions to Estelle Faguette at Pellevoisin
in France. The two dates are the dates on which the Garabandal visionaries
were first “told about” each message. Not the dates on which they were
“given” the messages and not the dates on which they were “announced”. This
“step removed” aspect is common in these timing relationships - in this instance
the dates involved are not the obvious ones but, however, they are known.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The First Garabandal Message
- “Told about” on ...................................
- Given over a period starting on ...........
- Publically announced ..........................

4-7-1961 <<<<<
4-7-1961
18-10-1961

The Second Garabandal Message
- “Told about” on ..................................
- Given on .............................................
- Publically announced ..........................

1-1-1965 <<<<<
18-6-1965
18-6-1965

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The apparitions to Estelle Faguette at Pellevoisin were in three distinct stages.
All of these apparitions occurred in 1876.
First Sequence of Apparitions
- Start Date ......................
- End Date .......................

14-2-1876
18-2-1876 <<<<<

Second Sequence of Apparitions
- Start Date ......................
- End Date .......................

1-7-1876
3-7-1876 <<<<<

Third Sequence of Apparitions
- Start Date ......................
- End Date .......................

9-9-1876 <<<<<
8-12-1876

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Two Periods of Days (Pellevoisin) and the Two Dates (Garabandal)

First Period and First “Told About” Date
(i) The period of days is from the End of the First Sequence to the Start of
the Third Sequence (both dates inclusive)
18-2-1876 to 9-9-1876
= 205 days
= 24 + 27 + 61 days
(ii) 4-7-(19)61 was the date on which the visionaries were “told about”
the First Message of Garabandal.

Second Period and Second “Told About” Date
(i) The period of days is from the End of the Second Sequence to (again)
the Start of the Third Sequence (both dates inclusive)
3-7-1876 to 9-9-1876
= 69 days
= 21 + 21 + 65 days
(ii) 1-1-(19)65 was the date on which Conchita Gonzalez was “told
about” the Second Message of Garabandal.

The two periods from which the two dates are derived are logically and
graphically similar in addition to the mathematical aspect. Also, the order in
which they occur is the same order as the order in which the two messages were
given. See next page.
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Logical Similarity and Consistency
The first period starts with the end date of the first sequence.
It reveals the First Message.
The second period starts with the end date of the second sequence.
It reveals the Second Message.
Both periods end on the same day, the start date of the third sequence.
There is an uninterupted flow in time - no jumping and skipping.

Graphical Similarity
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